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Abstract—Hadoop MapReduce has nowadays become the de-
facto standard for the Big-Data processing within Cloud datacen-
ters. However, little is known about the influence of datacenter
network topology on Hadoop performance, and suitability of
various topologies for different workload distributions. By ex-
tending a publicly available simulator CloudSim, we simulate
six well-known or recently proposed topologies (Hierarchical,
FatTree, DCell, CamCube, BCube, MapReduce) and evaluate
Hadoop MapReduce performance across varyingly distributed
workloads. We conclude that while no topology is clearly optimal,
the experimental CamCube topology exhibits the most promising
results. However, different topologies correspond to different
workload divisions in terms of best performance, with greatly
differing results, and generally weak performance under highly
skewed workloads. This finding could lead to significant Hadoop
MapReduce performance improvements by adjusting or selecting
appropriate datacenter network topologies – potentially even at
runtime, using Software Defined Networking.

I. INTRODUCTION

A lot of Internet computation and communication has
already moved into datacenters and this trend of co-located
workloads is set to continue. MapReduce [1] is among popular
data and communication-intensive applications, but it has a
large and inter-related configuration design space. This means
that the relationship between servers, available bandwidth and
MapReduce performance is not straightforward. One of the
factors which MapReduce is sensitive to is the network to-
pology that underlies its allocated resources and backgrounds
the traffic from co-located workloads. It has been shown that
by exposing topology information to MapReduce systems,
VM locality and average execution times improve, indirectly
translating to monetary savings in executing job on cluster.
But there is still a gap in understanding the interplay between
MapReduce and specific datacenter network topologies. We
search the set of standard and experimental popular topologies
for the best-performer in terms of the job finish time. We also
provide scalability comparison and distances from job finish
times on the baseline topology.

MapReduce jobs are comprised of several phases, of which
three involve a network data transfer (as depicted in Fig. 1).
Moreover, the data transfer in the second phase (commonly
referred as Shuffle/Merge) is generally order of magnitude
higher than in the other two and involves a distributed serial-
ization barrier blocking the subsequent phase’s execution. As
such, MapReduce jobs are prone to creating severe bottlenecks

unless the network is provisioned properly. Also, there is no
one-size-fits-all approach, as there are a number of job-specific
variables such as data volume, workload type or Reducer–
workload division. Fine-tuning MapReduce performance is
thus a multi-objective optimization problem and studying
the design space using actual clusters is challenging given
equipment costs, extensive configurations, setup times and
need to redo everything for different cluster. In this work
we conduct series of simulations to study the dependence
of performance of distributed computing tasks following the
MapReduce model on Reducer–workload division, job dimen-
sion and network topology.

We use Hadoop MapReduce [2] as it basically serves as
the industry-default implementation. We use CloudSim [3]
simulator for running our simulations. Our work builds on and
extends the work described in thesis [4]. The contributions of
this work are:
◦ Simulation architecture for simulating topology influ-

ence on Hadoop MapReduce performance;
◦ Open-source implementation of the CloudDynTop simu-
lator module;
◦ Comparison of six popular topologies under varying

Reducer–workload divisions and varying datacenter net-
work sizes.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: § II
provides an overview of the related work. § III describes
MapReduce data flows and considered topologies. § IV de-
scribes important aspects of the simulation architecture, § V
shows the simulation setup and § VI details the results. We
conclude and discuss implications in § VII.

II. RELATED WORK

Many system-design aspects drive MapReduce perfor-
mance. Among important ones are task scheduling, skew
mitigation, Shuffle/Merge optimization and choice of topology.

Task scheduling should leverage data locality in face of
host failures, in order to avoid moving large volumes of data
around. Delay scheduling [5], Bandwidth-aware scheduling
[6] and VM placement algorithms [7] represent approaches
to achieving this. Skew corresponds to an uneven distribution
of input data and/or computational load, resulting in hosts
with tasks taking extraordinarily long to complete (stragglers).
SkewTune algorithm [8] detects stragglers and redistributes the



unprocessed remainder of their input amongst new set of tasks.
Shuffle/Merge is usually the most data-transfer-heavy phase of
MapReduce processing. Priority queuing [9] or load balancing
[10] can be used to the expedite this phase.

Datacenter network topology is an important design deci-
sion to make in MapReduce deployments. Aside from proven
standard topologies, several promising experimental datacenter
architectures and topologies were proposed previously. Cam-
Cube [11] builds on 3D Torus topology, allows services to
supply their own routing algorithm and provides server-based
routing and switching. DCell [12] is a recursively defined
topology and BCube [13], another server-centric topology,
allows for commodity network gear. Both the standard and the
said experimental topologies were considered in our work.

A number of MapReduce simulations with varying opti-
mization objectives and topologies considered were conducted
previously. DCell, FatTree and Hierarchical topologies were
compared in terms of the network delay and throughput [14].
MRPerf MapReduce simulator was used to study the influence
of Star, Double rack, Hierarchical and DCell topologies on
MapReduce performance [15]. MapReduce configuration de-
sign space was used to optimize MapReduce performance [16].
Topology-aware architectures [17], [18] were introduced to
forecast performance of and to optimize MapReduce resource
allocation.

In this work, we search for the best performing real–world
topology in terms of the job finish time under various Reducer–
workload divisions and network sizes.

Several MapReduce simulators exist, differing in network
simulation engine used, programming language, scalability,
level of detail and skew support. MRPerf [15] offers good
scalability, MRSim [19] a good level of detail and MRSG [20]
great scalability and skew support. CloudSim [3] offers skew
support together with great scalability and as such was chosen
for the purpose of our work.
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Fig. 1. MapReduce job data flow. Job input is distributed among Mappers,
who then produce an intermediate workload distributed among Reducers, who
in turn produce the output. These three phases generally involve a network
data transfer, with the second phase (Shuffle/Merge) being most data-transfer-
heavy. The Mapper workload is typically uniform. The Reducer workload is
generally non-uniform due to differing sizes of Mapper-produced partitions.

Fig. 2. Poorly-performing, underprovisioned Hierarchical topology. Resultant
are network bottlenecks on paths from the Data Source DS to Mappers Mi

(red) and from Mappers Mi to Reducers Rr (blue). The amount of unused
bandwidth is illustrated via incomplete rectangles. All links are of an equal
capacity and switches forward data at wire speed.

Fig. 3. Well-performing, well-provisioned topology. Each flow has its own
dedicated link, therefore there are no bottlenecks, the network is fully utilized
and job completes in a shortest time possible. In fact this is the hypothetically
optimal topology for MapReduce job processing.

III. DATA FLOW AND TOPOLOGIES

MapReduce [1] is a programming model for distributed
processing of large data volumes. Many real world tasks are
expressible in this model. A MapReduce job consists of M
Map tasks and R Reduce tasks. Their hosts are called Mappers
and Reducers, respectively. Each Mapper is assigned a portion
of the job’s input (typically distributed uniformly). The data
are parsed as key-value pairs and Mappers process them one
pair at a time. Mappers produce on their output a new set of
key-value pairs, organized into R partitions (generally of an
unequal size) according to the following formula:

r = hash(key) mod R

Following is the Shuffle/Merge phase, where the created
partitions (comprising the so-called Reducer workload) are
fetched by the respective Reducers (rth partitions by the rth
Reducer) and therein sorted by keys. A Reducer can start
processing its input only after all Mappers have finished
(end of Map phase) and its input has been sorted (end of
Shuffle/Merge phase). Similarly to Mappers, Reducers process
their input one key-value pair at a time and produce a new
set of key-value pairs, which represents the final output of
the MapReduce job. Fig. 1 illustrates the entire process with
M = 3 and R = 2 tasks. Figures 2 and 3 represent two
different clusters, yielding a very different job finish times
because of the different underlying network topology.
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Fig. 4. Illustration of topologies considered in the simulations. Circles
denote hosts, squares denote switches and lines denote links of two capacities
(distinguished by line weight).

We thoroughly evaluate the influence which the popular
datacenter network topologies have on Hadoop MapReduce
performance. Considered are two standard, three experimental
and a single hypothetical topology (illustrated in Fig. 4):
◦ Hierarchical
◦ FatTree
◦ CamCube
◦ DCell
◦ BCube
◦ MapReduce

Hierarchical and FatTree topologies are variations on a stan-
dard n-tier Tree. Another Tree-looking topology is a recursive
BCube [13], defined by parameters N (number of hosts in the
level-0 BCube) and K (index of the highest recursion level).
N = 3,K = 1 BCube is depicted in Fig. 4. CamCube [11]
is based on 3D Torus topology, where servers are directly
interconnected. DCell [12] topology combines switches and
server routing. The hypothetically optimal, “MapReduce”,
topology is modeled after the MapReduce data flow, providing
a dedicated connection between Data Source and Mappers as
well as between Mappers and Reducers such that no link is
traversed by more than a single flow.

IV. SIMULATOR ARCHITECTURE

An extension of the CloudSim simulator, CloudSimEx
MapReduce, was chosen for running our simulations. Despite
some notable features, it lacked a sufficient level of datacenter
detail and had a number of other deficiencies (scheduling,
throughput allocation, missing topologies and static link ca-
pacities), all of which had to be addressed prior to our
experiments. We thus implemented an open-source extension
module CloudDynTop. The remainder of this section describes
the important aspects of its simulation architecture (see [4] for
the code as well as all four algorithms discussed).

A. Throughput allocation

CloudSimEx MapReduce uses Fair share allocation for as-
signing link’s throughput to passing flows. Allocating only a
fair share of a link of the lowest capacity among links the flow

Fig. 5. Available share versus Fair share throughput allocation. All links are
of a same capacity. According to the Fair share allocation, throughput of a
flow C is determined by the link between hosts 4 and 5, therefore flow C
can only use 1/3 of capacity of the link between hosts 5 and 6. Available
share allocation will assign the remaining 2/3 to flow D, whereas Fair share
allocation would only assign 1/2 of the link’s capacity to flow D.

passes through would lead to sub-optimal utilization of some
links in the network. In CloudDynTop we thus implemented
Available share allocation that allows for assigning more than
a fair share of link’s capacity to a flow if possible, yielding
shorter job finish times. The difference between the Fair share
and the Available share allocation is illustrated in Fig. 5.

B. Job Finish Time calculation

CloudDynTop keeps track of the simulated topology and,
based on input in a form of scheduling (mapping between
tasks and VMs) and provisioning plan (mapping between
VMs and hosts), calculates the time needed for the tasks
included in a scheduling plan to finish. The scheduled tasks
are used to construct Flow and Computation instances. A
Flow represents data transmission between two hosts and
Computation represents data processing on a single host. Each
Flow and Computation keeps track of its respective time to
finish. Computation derives it from the number of remaining
instructions and MIPS of the host running the VM hosting
the task. Flow derives it from the number of MBs yet to be
transmitted and from a bottleneck throughput and delay of the
path taken through the network. The bottleneck throughput of
a path is determined via Available share allocation algorithm
(§ IV-A). Each Flow and Computation also has a list of
prerequisite Flows and Computations. The running time of
such set of processes is then computed using the Algorithm 1.

C. Routing

The Floyd-Warshall algorithm [21] determines which links
a flow between two hosts will traverse. This algorithm is
only ran once, before the MapReduce job. All the routes
are thus precalculated. The link cost is calculated using the
formula following the EIGRP routing protocol [22] link cost
calculation.

D. Scheduling

CloudSimEx MapReduce provides a Branch-and-Bound al-
gorithm for selection of the optimal scheduling plan prior to
running a MapReduce job. The provided implementation only
tested a candidate scheduling plan’s running time against a
predefined threshold configured by user. We improved this
algorithm so that the running time is evaluated at each node
of the scheduling tree, i.e. for each candidate scheduling plan
(even incomplete). The branch search only proceeds if the



Algorithm 1 Job finish time of a set of processes
Input: proc: collection of Flows and Computations

1: queued← proc
2: running ← empty list
3: while queued ¬empty ∨ running ¬empty do
4: for p in queued do
5: if p.allPrerequisitesFinished then
6: p.state← RUNNING
7: running.add(p)
8: queued.remove(p)
9: if p is Flow then

10: for link in p.path do
11: link.passingPathsCnt++
12: end for
13: end if
14: end if
15: end for
16: sort running by remaining time (ascending)
17: rt← smallest remaining time among running
18: for p in running do
19: p.updateProgress(rt)
20: if p.hasFinished then
21: running.remove(p)
22: if p is Flow then
23: for link in p.path do
24: link.passingPathsCnt--
25: end for
26: end if
27: end if
28: end for
29: end while

running time of that node is shorter than the shortest time
found at leaf nodes so far.

For the sake of performance, the search space is traversed
concurrently and two constraints are introduced: a maximum
of one single task can be scheduled on any given host and
Map task-placement permutations are eliminated (permuting
Mappers does not change the duration of flows from Data
Source to Mappers). In contrast, all permutations in Reducers
placement are evaluated, which is sufficient for exploring all
possible relative positions of Mappers and Reducers due to the
uniform connection of hosts to the network (every host sees
the same labeled graph - a property of the topologies we are
considering). This constraint reduces the search space signifi-
cantly, as the number of Reducers in MapReduce scenarios is
almost always smaller than the number of Mappers.

V. SIMULATION SETUP

A. Topologies

Sizes of the simulated networks are equal to the job dimen-
sion, i.e. M + R + 1 (number of Mappers plus number of
Reducers plus the Data Source). Simulated are the following
cases: (M ;R) = (10; 3), (15; 4) and (20; 5). Larger topologies
were not considered, as our scheduler (§ IV-D) exhaustively
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Fig. 6. Example of the generated Reducer–workload divisions. Each plot
represents a single network size (i.e. job dimension). Within each plot, the
volume of data a particular Reducer receives from every single Mapper is
denoted by a single-colored bar. Considered workload divisions adhere to
PDFs of six data distributions (distinguished by color).
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Fig. 7. Normal Reducer–workload division generation. For j Reducers, the
corresponding PDF is evaluated at j pseudo-equidistant points on interval
(0; 5〉, yielding the desired Reducer workload. This example shows j = 5.

searches for the optimal scheduling plan and its running
time thus grows significantly with a growing network size.
Scheduler running time is not part of the job finish time.

BCube topology parameter values (N ;K), corresponding to
the aforementioned network sizes, are (4; 2), (5; 2) and (6; 2),
respectively. Hierarchical and FatTree topologies have three
tiers and a fan-out of four. To avoid introducing artificial
bottlenecks, all the topologies except MapReduce are well-
provisioned, i.e. Reducers (handle large data volumes), Data
Source (generates large data volume) and switch interconnec-
tions (share oversubscribed links) are connected via 10Gbps
links. The remainder of links are 1Gbps.

B. Workload

For the purpose of simulations we chose the Expansion
workload [23], because it stresses the network and network
bottlenecks become much more pronounced. Specifically, after
the Data Source uniformly distributes the job input among
Mappers, a total intermediate data volume (to be shipped
across the network from Mappers to Reducers) is n times the
size of the job input. We selected n = 5, yielding a large–
enough realistic Reducer workload. Reducers keep their output
locally and do not initiate any further network data transfer.
To minimize the influence of the host computation on the job
finish times, the computational load of this workload is small
compared to the network load. Three job dimensions were
simulated (§ V-A).

Examples of the generated Reducer–workload divisions
are plotted in Fig. 6. The divisions adhere to PDFs of six
data distributions - Pareto, Exponential, Normal, Step, Linear,
Uniform. The distribution input parameters are set in a way
that the sum of Reducer–input workloads equals the whole
intermediate workload to be distributed. Pareto division splits
the total workload according to the 80:20 rule between the
first Reducer and the rest, reapplying this rule recursively. To
generate Exponential and Normal divisions for j Reducers,
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Fig. 8. Job finish times. Results of simulation runs of MapReduce job, varying three job dimensions (14, 20, 26 hosts), six Reducer–workload divisions
(Pareto, Exponential, Normal, Step, Linear, Uniform) and six datacenter network topologies (MapReduce, BCube, Hierarchical, CamCube, DCell, FatTree).

the respective PDF is evaluated at j pseudo-equidistant points
on interval (0; 5〉 (Fig. 7 illustrates the Normal division).
Step division splits Reducers into two similarly-sized groups
within each the individual Reducers are loaded equally and
the load ratio between the two groups is 4:1. Linear division
loads Reducers in a linearly-increasing fashion, according to
the y = 2x + 1 curve. As a result we get a representative
spectrum of commonly occurring network workloads with
different skew.

C. Constraints

The said simulation constraints, imposed to keep the topo-
logy a dominant contributor to the job finish times and to keep
the scheduler running time short, can be summarized as:
◦ Pruning the scheduler search space
◦ A maximum of a single task slot per host
◦ A maximum of one task assigned to any single host
◦ Large Reducer workload
◦ Low computational load

VI. EVALUATION

A set of 108 simulation scenarios was designed that varies
three job dimensions, six Reducer–workload divisions and
six network topologies. Only a single simulation run per
scenario was conducted, since using the optimal scheduling
plan (§ IV-D) and generating workload in a deterministic way
(§ V-B) eliminate significant variations. This section presents
results of the simulations, measured by job finish time.

Fig. 8 shows job finish times of job simulation runs. Three
horizontal dashed-lines within every plot mark the job finish
time on 1Gbps MapReduce topology, providing the baseline.

Shortest job finish times (~120 seconds) were achieved un-
der Uniform Reducer–workload division. Linear and Normal
divisions followed with the shortest job finish times starting
at ~200 seconds. Highly-skewed divisions started at ~250
seconds (Exponential) and ~300 seconds (Pareto). Except the
Uniform division, finish times of a job of the smallest dimen-
sion (M = 10;R = 3) were similar across all topologies.

Step division is somewhat special in that it is the only
one, whose maximum workload per Reducer declines with
a growing job dimension (i.e. network size), as shown in
Fig. 6. As an implication, the job finish times were often
slowly improving with the growing job dimension (MapRe-
duce, CamCube) and plateauing at the largest simulated job
dimension (Hierarchical, FatTree). In the case of DCell topo-
logy, the advantage of declining maximum workload appears
to be dominated by the properties of the topology somewhere
between (M = 15;R = 4) and (M = 20;R = 5). BCube
topology does not seem to benefit from declining maximum
workload as its job finish times kept increasing, likely due to
oversubscribed links and congestion at switches. Overall, the
Step division is essentially incomparable to other divisions.

CamCube was the only topology able to match the perfor-
mance of 1Gbps MapReduce topology under most Reducer–
workload divisions. The reason is the high number of links and
high ratio of high-capacity links this 3D Torus has, embedding
the MapReduce topology quite well. Performing similarly in
all scenarios were the Hierarchical and FatTree topologies,
because of their similar structure. The higher number of roots
and core links did not prove too much of advantage for
FatTree. This is because the high-capacity links at the core
layer were able to handle the data volume.



All topologies displayed poor scalability under highly-
skewed workload divisions (Pareto, Exponential). Respective
variations in job finish times from the smallest to the largest
network size were as high as 350 seconds. The skew itself
is what causes such a limited scalability. Impacted most were
DCell (consonant with observations in [14]) and BCube.

Under unskewed divisions except Normal division, Cam-
Cube exhibited best scalability. Hierarchical and FatTree dis-
played good scalability under Linear workload division.

All in all, the experimental topologies did not quite outper-
form the standard topologies. CamCube was overall the best
performer and also displayed a good scalability. Hierarchi-
cal and FatTree topologies performed alike. Workload skew
hampers scalability of all topologies (CamCube least) and
increases variability of the job finish times. Scaling poorly
under Uniform division and introducing job tails in general
were topologies that are not highly-connected (BCube, DCell,
Hierarchical, FatTree).

VII. CONCLUSION

The experimental results clearly show that the datacenter
network topology can have major impact on Hadoop MapRe-
duce job finish time, in some instances even doubling the
time required. Out of all topologies considered, the experi-
mental CamCube topology has performed best, owing to its
high number of links. The frequently used FatTree topology
has displayed reasonable performance, while the well-known
DCell topology seemed to be rather outperformed by others.

Perhaps even more significantly, the results also document
the fundamental influence of the distribution of workload
among the Reducers on job finish time. Relative performance
differences among topologies are greater under the less-
skewed workloads. None of the topologies seems to handle
skewed workloads particularly well, despite the fact that these
are common in practice, and such workloads take much longer
to finish than the more evenly distributed ones. Clearly, the
static topology design has difficulties in coping with such high
concentration of network traffic and computation on fewer
links and hosts.

The presented study could definitely be improved, by trying
alternative capacities of network links, or using tasks of
greater size, or alternating the workload distributions more,
or changing workload type, or analyzing logs and pinpointing
bottlenecks. However, the results would probably not differ
significantly, as they mostly reflect the fundamental properties
of the studied topologies, and correspond to other published
works [14], [18]. More simulation runs would not make
a difference due to our workload generation strategy and
scheduling according to the optimal scheduling plan. It is not
clear how will the results scale with larger network sizes.

We hope this work can serve as inspiration for research on
the future datacenter topology design. Perhaps Software De-
fined Networking can be employed to dynamically adjust the
topology based on knowledge of the workload distribution. Or,
different, highly adaptive resource provisioning mechanisms
may be used for the cases of highly skewed workloads.
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